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 What are your Responsibilities

 Your Rights with Ministry of Transportation (MTO)/ Police

 Driving with a trailer

 Working for HRI and your Crew Boss Bonus



HRI: License Requirements

Management is required to hold the following 

Drivers License:

Class G is required for the following;

any car, van or combination

Maximum of 11 passengers

Trailer under 4,500 kg

Total weight can not be more than 11,000kg



HRI: License Requirements con't

Class F

If you have more than 11 passenger seats, and less than 24 you 
must have class F



HRI: License Requirements con't

Class C

If you have more than 24 passengers you need a Class C 

Important: With a Class C you are able to drive Class F



HRI: License Requirements con't

Class A

If you have a trailer over 4,500 kg you must have Class A 



HRI:  CVOR

Commercial Vehicle Operator's Registration



 When vehicles need a CVOR:

 Trucks with a gross weight or registered gross weight over 
4,500 kg 

 buses with a seating capacity of 10 or more passengers

HRI:  CVOR



CVOR operator responsibilities

 A CVOR operator (HRI) is the company responsible for the 
operation of a fleet of commercial motor vehicles. Operators are 
responsible for all the drivers and vehicles in their operation, 
including:

 the conduct of the driver

 employing qualified and licensed drivers

 monitoring the safety performance of drivers, including hours of 
service

 resolving driver safety issues when they are identified



- The mechanical safety condition of the vehicle

keeping vehicles in good, safe condition at all times

ensuring that daily semi-annual and annual inspections are completed

- The shipping of goods or passengers in the vehicle

ensuring load security

CVOR operator responsibilities con't



- Keeping records on file (e.g. vehicle repairs, kilometers travelled 

per year, annual inspection reports, etc.)

- Notifying the Ministry of Transportation of changes to names, 

addresses, telephone numbers, fleet data, kilometric travel, 

changes in corporate officers, etc.

- Renewing your CVOR certificate and not allowing your CVOR to 

expire

CVOR operator responsibilities con't



Evaluating a operator’s 

performance

 The CVOR system evaluates an operator 
based on the events on its CVOR record. 
An operator's on-road performance is 
evaluated based on 3 safety indicators:

 collision

 convictions

 roadside inspection



CVOR

 If HRI accumulates enough convictions we loose 
our CVOR…..We can not operate!!!! And every 
conviction increases our driver insurance!!!!

 It is up to all of us to ensure we are in compliance 
with CVOR Regulations. Please study the following 

slides as you will be responsible for this paperwork



Your Driving Documents Checklist

 There are 3 Logs that you REQUIRE!

 1. Driver Log:  That you will keep on your person 

 2. Circle Check:  That you will keep on your person

 3. Maintenance Log:  That will stay with the vehicle

 There are 3 Documents you REQUIRE in the vehicle!

 4. Vehicle insurance

 5. Ownership

 6. Annual inspection certificate and the white copy 

in the vehicle book (yellow sticker on van)



1. Driver Logs and; 2. Circle Checks

 Driver Logs and Circle Checks are required when you are 
driving;

 Commercial motor vehicles having gross weight or 
registered gross weight over 4,500 kilograms – normal 
passenger trucks are under this weight

 Buses, school buses and school-purposes buses



Driver Logs and Circle Checks con't

 Where do you get them?

 Any truck stop has them

 Recommend getting the ones that include the circle checks

 Recommend getting the ones that have the circle checks on the 
back of the driver log (they are smaller and easer to keep neat 
and tidy)

 How many do I need?

 You will need a minimum of 2 books

 Please show up with these when you come in April



Driver Logs – How to fill them out

The following Log Book is very 

poorly filled out



Driver Logs – whats wrong with this 

Log?

 Starting from the Top

 No Year

 Address of departure not complete

 Total number of Km not present

 Start line not present (What was he doing before his line)

 Hrs of each not filled out

 No signature 

 No indication of location on bottom

 Each error is considered a major fine ($450)



Driver Logs – How to fill them out

The following Log Book is correctly 

filled out



Driver Logs – how to fill them out



Driver Logs (Good, but)

 Arrows on previous slide indicate:

 This has to add to 24 and be present

 Must also have duty cycle indicated 
(usually 70)



2. Circle Checks

 As recommended, you should have a 
driver log book that includes Circle 
Checks…



Circle Checks

 Circle Checks are physical training, you 
will receive before you start driving!

 Please read through and familiar yourself 
with your ‘Vehicle Inspection Procedure’ 
as indicated in your ‘Driver’s Daily Log’

 Take note of the ‘Major Defects’

 We will be going through them all, there 
are 19 of them!!!



Circle Checks – Vehicle Inspection 

Procedure



Circle Checks - General Rules for 

Drivers

The following General Rules apply when you are filling 

out your Circle Checks.

1.Daily requirement

 - A driver must have 10 hours off-duty in a day.

 - A driver cannot drive more than 13 hours in a day.

 - A driver cannot drive after 14 hours on-duty in a day.

2. Mandatory off-duty time

 - After a period of at least eight hours off-duty, a driver cannot drive more than 
13 hours.

 - After a period of at least eight hours off-duty, a driver cannot drive after 
having been on-duty for 14 hours.

 - After a period of at least eight hours off-duty, a driver cannot drive after 16 
hours has elapsed.



3. Cycle requirement

 - An operator shall designate a cycle for the driver to follow.

- There are two cycles available, a seven-day cycle or a 14-day 

cycle.

- In a period of seven consecutive days, a driver cannot drive after 

having been on-duty for 70 hours.

 

Circle Checks - General Rules for 

Drivers con't



- In a period of 14 consecutive days, a driver cannot drive after 

having been on-duty for 120 hours. Drivers following this cycle shall 

not drive after accumulating 70 hours on-duty without having taken 24 

consecutive hours of off-duty time.

On any day, all drivers must have a period of at least 24 consecutive 

hours off-duty in the preceding 14 days.

 The MTO wants to see what you’ve been doing over the past 14 

days.  This means filling out a logbook every day, even when off-duty

Circle Checks - General Rules for 

Drivers con't



Transportation of Dangerous Goods 

(TDG)

 For the purpose of working for HRI all managers and operators are 
required to have their TDG

 Completing this Training will certify you to Transport Dangerous 
Goods for HRI

 TDG license is needed for transporting:

 Propane

 Gas and Diesel in containers over 2000 liters



TDG – when you need it while 

working with HRI

 If you are transporting less than 2000 liters of fuel or diesel in a container 
smaller than 2000 liters you do not require a TDG license

 If you are transporting 100 liters of fuel in a container that has a capacity of 
more than 2000 liters you require a TDG license

 If you are transporting a 100lb cylinder of Propane you do not require a 
TDG license

 If you are transporting 5 or more 100lb cylinders you require a TDG license



TDG

 Your TDG license is not transferable to other companies

 What you need to transport dangerous goods for HRI

 Valid G drivers license

 TDG Certificate from HRI 

 Placards that can be seen from the front and back of 
vehicle 

 Shipping Document



TDG – Info you need to know

 There are 9 classifications of Dangerous Goods

1. Explosives

2. Gases (Propane)

3. Flammable Liquids (Gas and Diesel)

4. Flammable Solids

5. Oxidizing Substances

6. Toxic & Infectious Substances

7. Radioactive Material

8. Corrosives

9. Miscellaneous Dangerous Goods



 You can only transport Dangerous Goods in approved containers

 Our Tanks have tags on them and a URL number.  There is a 
date associated with all tags and they can not be more than 5 
years out

 There are 3 Packaging Groups This must be indicated on the 
Shipping Documents

1. Packaging Group 1 (Most Dangerous)

2. Packaging Group 2 (Gas)

3. Packaging Group 3 (Diesel)

 Note There is no Packaging Group for Propane and this has to 
be indicated on the Shipping Documents

TDG – Info you need to know con't



 You must have an emergency plan! (Refer to 

our Health and Safety manual)

TDG – Info you need to know



TDG-Placards

Diesel

Propane

Gasoline

If you are transporting all three you must display Propane UN number



TDG-Shipping Document



TDG:  What you need to know!

Training Required:

1. Definition of the nine classes of dangerous goods and their 
associated hazards;

2. Shipping names, classes, UN numbers and packing groups for 
the dangerous goods that are normally encountered on the job;

3. Safety marks such as labels and placards that are used to identify 
the different classes of dangerous goods that are normally 
encountered on the job;



Training Required con't:

1. Knowledge of the information that must be on a shipping 
document;

2. The requirements regarding mixed loads and the need for 
segregation of incompatible dangerous goods;

3. The proper selection and use of means of containment for the 
dangerous goods;

4. What to do if the shipping documents, placards, labels, other 
safety marks or means of containment seem inadequate or 
incorrect;

TDG:  What you need to know!



Training Required con't:

1. What constitutes an accidental release and the reporting 

requirements if an accident happens;

2. Proper use of all equipment that is used in the handling, offering for 

transport and/or transportation of dangerous goods;

3. Emergency Response Assistance Plans (ERAP) requirements if a 

plan is required.

TDG:  What you need to know!



Your Driving Responsibilities

 MOST IMPORTANT IS THE SAFETY OF YOUR 

PASSENGERS!!!!

 Driving Safely

 Keeping vehicle safe

 Maintaining a safe attitude

 Creating a professional connection with your workers

 Maintaining your Logs

 On going safety checks

 Communicating with your supervisors



Your Rights with OPP and 

MTO
 You must state your argument 

 Getting a ticket for a minor infraction compared to a major 
infraction

 You have to reason, SO argue with them

 90% of the time if you have a good point they will reduce your 
ticket…saving you money and HRI’s CVOR

 If you get a personal ticket it does not effect HRI CVOR and you 
still eligible to get your 30% Bonus

 Explain that you have had the training and how it will effect your 
pay

 Let them know that this is your first time doing this and it will not 
happen again

 Share your victories with the OPP and MTO with your co-workers 
and make sure they do not make the same mistake!

 Make sure you make your point before the OPP return to their 
vehicle to write up the ticket!

 Have all documents neat and ready to go for inspection

 Keep the van clean, the officer’s impression when he looks in the 
window makes a difference



Examples of Major Safety 

Hazards

 Door not Opening 



Examples of Major Safety 

Hazards

 Driving with bad tires



Examples of Major Safety 

Hazards

 Detached Roof Rack



Examples of Major Safety 

Hazards

 Fluid Leaks by the tires



Examples of Major Safety 

Hazards

 Major Fluid leaks under vehicle



Examples of Major Safety 

Hazards

 Bumper held on by yellow rope



Examples of Major Safety 

Hazards

 Major Brake Problems



HRI:  Driving with a 

Trailer

 Make sure the lights work

 Make sure you have the right hook up

 Make sure the trailer is level

 Check the Wheels

 Make sure you have safety chains and 
that they are crossed to your vehicle

 Make sure you have safety pin 



HRI:  Trailer being level



HRI: TEST! (You will need 

the internet)
Questions:

1) If you are driving the Ford 550 and you are pulling a 4500 liter fuel trailer and the tank is full of gas. You have a class G license, are 
you allowed to drive this vehicle? And Why?  

Notes:  On the side of the driver door it indicates that the GVW is  11,000 kg ,the Tare weight of the F550 is 4300kg.  The Tare 
weight of the trailer as indicated on the trailer is 1000 kg.  Gas weighs 7 lb per Gal and water weighs 10 lb per Gal

A. Same question but you are carrying water?

– What do you require for Documentation?  (hint; there is 10)

1) If you have a Crummy and it is a F550 with 2 bench seats, and there are 10 bus bench seats in the back with one passenger in the 
cab, can you drive this vehicle if you have a Class F?  And Why?

1) If you are Transporting 100 liters of gasoline in a 2200 L capacity container and 400 liters of Diesel, what Documentation do you 
require and what UN Placard do you use on the vehicle?

1)



What happens if HRI looses our CVOR?

What is a professional attitude toward your workers?  Give an example.

How do you determine if a defective attribute on your vehicle is a major defect?

What class is Diesel under the Dangerous Goods Act of Ontario?

Where can you get a Dangerous Goods Shipping Document?

What Packaging Group does Gas fall into?

Can you drive after a full day of work, according to the Ministry of Transportation?  Why?

If you are a crew boss and you are getting a van, what do you check to make sure you have on the outside of the van? What do 
you need for Documentation before you go anywhere?

HRI: TEST! (You will 

need the internet)



HRI: Test Results

 In order for you to drive for HRI you must answer all questions and 
return your answers to this address.  Please send your answers in 
a word document.  Thanks

 jwd@heritageinc.ca

 Any wrong answers will be returned to you and you will have to do 
more research.

 Good Luck!!!

mailto:jwd@heritageinc.ca


HRI

 LET’S ALL BE SAFE!!
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